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Cheap Observer’s Report
Calling All Cheap Observers
By Alex McConahay

One of the joys we get out of this hobby is that
feeling when we open the box on a great new
piece of equipment. It is fun to have the latest
and greatest.

But does spending the bucks produce better observing or imaging?
Yes.
Discuss it and argue among yourselves, and
qualify what is said if you like, but:
• Ethos are better than Naglers
• Astro Physics are better than William Optics or Stellarvue.
• Paramounts are better than Losmandys.
You have to
pay for quality.
Okay, now that
we have that
out of the way,
I would like to
note that the
correlation between expenditure and performance is not
one to one.
Spending double does not
double the
quality of the
experience.
Furthermore, it
is quite possible to enjoy
this hobby and

keep within a budget.
I plan to have an article now and then in the
Prime Focus showing some of the better ways
to save dollars while getting the most out of the
hobby.
I am going to start this month by asking you to
head over to Andy’s Shot Glass at http://
www.andysshotglass.com/ . (It’s FREE!!!) Andy
Raiford, an animation designer from Texas, believes that we can all enjoy great astronomy
and not break the bank. Or, as he puts it more
formally: “My mission is to help amateur as-

tronomers-on-a-budget to get the most for
their money and the most out of their equipment.”
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Raiford’s site is a collection of articles, links,
and movies covering many different products
and ideas important to somebody starting out
or on a budget in astronomy. Spend some time
there and you will get some great ideas.
For instance, most newbies come into the
hobby buying a decent telescope, and then trying to make it work. They start looking for what
they should buy next. Andy’s advice on highest
priority accessories for somebody getting into
astronomy, though, will tell them the number
one accessory is to “join a club.”
This is common sense to anybody in the RAS
(and reading this article), but many people
don’t think of it before they give up and stuff
that telescope into the closet.
On the website you will find more than thirty
articles about various aspects of affordable astronomy. Some of them are just product reviews of reasonably priced products. Other articles talk about the things we all need to know
(how to clean optics, how to collimate a scope,
etc.). Others focus on how to improve what you
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have (home-made rotating rings, giving your
old telescope a facelift).
Still others grow from the limitations of budget
astronomy. These articles deal with how to
overcome the inadequacies of the things you
bought on a budget. Let’s face it: stuff you buy
for less has shortcomings that you don’t suffer
when you spend more. But, there are ways to
overcome some of the deficiencies. If the
budget polar scope is not quite aligned in your
budget mount, you may need to adjust it. Andy
tells you how. If your basic mount is not
enough any more, and you want to upgrade to
goto on a budget, Andy tells you how. A little
sweat equity gets you closer to perfection.
The website includes a place for those imaging
on a budget to post their photos (see at lower
left). There’s also a Forum where you can ask
questions of your peers. (I have to admit, aside
from a cursory look , I have not gone into it.
Astromart and Cloudy Nights keep me busy
enough. How many different general Forums
does a person need?) And there are plenty of
advertisements spread throughout Andy’s website. They tend to be heavily Orion oriented
(which makes sense considering Orion’s market
targets). Andy even has a corner where he sells
some of his own stuff!
Andy offers bon mots and sage advice to those
who choose the path of fiscal responsibility.
(One of my favorites: “You will probably not
take photos to rival the masters like Russell
Croman with a $600 telescope.”) But that just
says he knows that astronomy on a budget has
its limitations.
All in all, Andy’s Shot Glass is an economical but
enjoyable way to spend an evening of astronomy.
At Left: One distinguishing aspect of the photo
gallery at Andy’s Shot Glass is that it lists the
cost of the equipment used to take the photo.

